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Bought this for a Lake Powell trip and it worked great. After shining a flashlight on the constellation

map, you can see the glow-in-the-dark constellations for 30+ minutes. As it says on the guide, it

definitely needs to be accompanied by a more detailed guide (for detailed explanations about the

constellations, the names of the stars in the constellations, etc.), but if you are looking for something

to quickly allow you to identify the major constellations in the sky, this works great.

Keep in mind this is a pamphlet and not a book, so the information is limited. That being said, it is

easier to carry around than a book. The glow in the dark stars is a nice touch at night. Overall, the

product is great, waterproof coating makes it almost indestructible.

I bought this as a gift for a friend. It is super easy to read, even in the dark we can make out the

constellations. It's a thin pamphlet and fits easily in your back pocket. I will be getting some for my

children to use. Shipping did take a bit longer but it was coming from England.

We are regular campers. This was a great add to the kit. It works long after your smart phone with

that star app you downloaded dies. The glow in the dark aspect makes it easy to read. Nice product

design. Just enough information to be interesting, but not overwhelming.

a easy guide for novice star gazers I wish it showed the planets so we could find them as easy as

the stars would buy from this seller again

Another purchase for my grandson. Works great for summer sky watching and scouting. He loves

looking for the constellations and identifying them.

Great beginner chart for those interested in basic stars and well-known constellations. Very sturdy

construction a plus for younger users.

Shipped fast, as described, and works well... Thank You!!!
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